**Using Circle Templates**

Many ByAnnie patterns direct the maker to round corners by tracing and cutting around the outer edge of a circular object. To ensure that pieces fit together properly, it is important to use a circle of the proper size.

We prefer to use Creative Grids circle rulers* for rounding corners. These sturdy acrylic templates come in a set of five rulers, sized with diameters from 2½" to 6½". The non-slip coating on the base of each template prevents slipping and miscuts. Their raised edges make it easy to cut around them with a rotary cutter without damaging the template.

**Make Your Own Circle Templates**

If you prefer to make your own templates, please print this page at 100%. (Be sure your printer is NOT set at "Fit to Page"). Measure the 1" square on your printed sheet to ensure that it is exactly 1" before proceeding.

Then carefully trace on the outside of the black line and cut from template material to make circle templates in the sizes you need.

*available at ByAnnie.com
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